2 which compares well with the extrapolated experimental result. We predict a surface region that is about two atomic layers in thickness. But in contrast to the recent calculation of Mackie and Woo/3/, no high_density region results even though we use the same radial distribution function as input.
The surface tension of liquid 3 He has been measured over a range of temperatures/1/. But experiment on the density profile and the thickness of the surface layer is lacking. On the theoretical side there have been some recent microscopic calculations/2-3/ with some surprising predictions/3/ on the density profile. We present here a new approach based on variations on an assumed effective surface potential to get more insight about the surface properties of liquid 3 He.
Consider N 3 He atoms in box 0 <_ x <^ L x ,0£ y <L and -L< z <L with a free surface in the neighbourhood of z=o. We assume the Hamiltonian of the system to be 
snd D is a Slater determinant model function. The s ^ single particle orbitals { §. , , (r)} that form K x» K y» K z i the determinant are chosen to satisfy the symmetry and boundary conditions of the problem. This is accomplished in this work by assuming a model surface potential of the form
and solving the Schrodinger equation with this potential for <j>. , . (r), in terms of hypergeometric x' y' z functions. The energy expectation value E can then be expressed in terms of u(r..), v (z), and the one-, two-and three-particle density functions/8/ defined
of the system. The surface energy E is obtained by removing from E the bulk energy E D and can be written as
In deriving Equation (5) we have used the particle number conservation condition
where 8(x) = {, ,. ' and Z is the position of the 1 x<0, o r Gibb's surface. e(z) and e_ are energy densities and p is the equilibrium bulk number density.
o Assuming that we have solved the bulk uniform liquid problem, equation (5) indicates we need p(z) and e(z) to get the surface tension. To make the computation of p(z) and e(z) easier it was found necessary to make some approximations : i) We use the experimental/5/ pair correla- iii) We make use of the Kirkwood superposition approximation/6/.
With these approximations ~( z ) becomes a unique functional of p(z) only.
To obtain p(z) we solve a non-linear integral equation derived with the method of reference171 and given by X m !L~P("(z~~A) = !Lnp'"(zl1o) I '
(11) kx,ky,kz kx,k ,k Y z (occ.) is the density of the non-interacting system. The sum in equation (11) is over occupied states up to the highest level characterized by kN =(k>k9k:)'l2, which is determined by requiring that the solution ~("(zl l) of equation (7) be equal to p B fo z<<0.
Since the parameter Zo is determined by equation (6), v and a are the only variational parameters. The physical surface energy is then determined by finding the absolute minimum with respect to both v and a, and is done in two stages as table I indicates.
Thus we obtained the surface tension to be O2 . and we estimate a "work function" of about 0.20 K per atom. This study.predicts a density profile with no high-density region, in contrast to the prediction of 131. If the prediction of the latter is verified experimentally, the present result implies that the form of the
